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Eliyahu’s Testimony

This testimony of Eliyahu ben David reveals where he is from and where
he is going. If you've heard it before listen again. Now more meaningful
than when it was first aired over 5 years ago.
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Listener Comments - Hebrew Name?
I'm thinking about my Hebrew name. Can you tell me how to get one, as you did?
Tsiyon Answer - Hebrew Name
Thank you for your question. I appreciate your desire to receive your Hebrew name. In my
experience with the remnant, while having a Hebrew name is not required, desiring your
Hebrew name is one indication that a person is part of the scattered remnant of Israel. It is an
indication that the remnant believer is waking up from seeing his/her self as part of the
nations and is stepping more fully by faith into their real identity as a Hebrew exile among the
nations, part of Yah's nation rather than part of the world. To you, your birth name may be a
label of your hated gentile assimilation, so of course you want to use your real Hebrew name
to indicate your real identity as a Hebrew.
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Foolish gentiles (not saying all gentiles are foolish) have no conception of this reality, so they
will ridicule you as some sort of "phony" for using anything but your gentile birth name.
Anxiety over this inevitable ridicule can be a block to receiving your Hebrew name. You can
eliminate this block by determining in Messiah not to pay any attention to fools. Realize that
this is beyond your control because there will always be fools in this world, and fools will
always ridicule what they don't understand. Since fools reject knowledge, your only recourse
will be to ignore them. Trust me - it isn't hard. (Prov 1:22, 12:23, 14:9, 15:2, 15:14, 16:22,
19:29)
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The name "ben David" is the Hebrew rendering of my actual family name on my mother's
side of the family. Further, family members passed down the knowledge of our Davidic
Jewish roots in the family, so reverting to my Hebrew family name was a natural for me. As
for my first name, Eliyahu, this came by a Divine revelation. First to me, then unexpectedly
confirmed out of the mouth of another believer through a prophetic gift, in the manner of the
recent prophetic word through Brother Mark published in programs #306, 307 and 308. I was
aware of my Hebrew name, Eliyahu ben David, for years before publicly using it. However,
when Messiah called me to step up to this end-time Tsiyon work He required me to do so in
my full Hebrew identity indicated by my real Hebrew name, Eliyahu ben David. This name is
a sign from Him, and rings a bell on a spiritual level with the remnant. (Isa 62, Rev 2:17,
3:12)
Some of the Remnant choose a Hebrew name based on who they see themselves to be in
Messiah, which is fine as an interim move. However, what we all really need is to receive our
"new name" from Messiah. Realize, you must be an overcomer to receive your "new name"
from Messiah, whether "grafted-in" or a "natural branch." This is one and the same as being a
bondslave of Messiah. If you want to receive your "new name" from Him you must tear down
all the idols in your life and pledge to follow Him wherever He takes you - regardless of the
cost and regardless of how outrageous His Way for you may appear to others. Know that your
resolve to unreservedly follow Him will be tested, it won't be easy and you will be mightily
opposed at each step. Victory will be both costly and difficult. If you're not willing to accept
these terms then don't even start. If you accept the cost and meet the challenge of the
overcomer, then you will receive your "new name" directly from Messiah. (Romans 11, Isa
62, Rev 2:17, 3:12, Rev 7, 14)
Listener Comments - Is America Babylon?
Does Eliyahu feel that America is mentioned in the bible as the end times Babylon? That is
the end times Babylon, the country and its destruction. Perhaps we fit the profile outlined in
the following verses : isaiah 47 rev 14,17,18 isiah 13:19 zech 5:5-11,(destruction by lead)?
Also in Daniel 12:11-12, where does Eliyahu see the two witnesses (Rev 11:3) appearing
within this time frame?
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Tsiyon Answer - Is America Babylon?
It's not hard to see why many people believe America is the end-time Babylon, since some of
the verses you mention could be applied to America. Even so, America is not old enough to
be the end-time Babylon.
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For the blood of "all who have been slain on the earth" to be laid at her door, Babylon must be
virtually as old as mankind. Babylon is thus the "mystery religion" cult set up by Cain near
the start, re-established by Nimrod at Babel and expressed during anti-messiah's reign as the
one world religion which will bring all of the streams of ancient Babylon back into one final,
megalithic pagan religion. This one world religion will center in the Vatican, located upon the
"seven hills" of Rome. (Rev 18:24, Rev 17:9)
As for the two witnesses: According to Rev 11:3, YHWH will "give power" to His two
witnesses to prophecy during the 3.5 year reign of the anti-messiah. This does not mean that
the "two witnesses" are not already ministering to the Remnant before this. This is a special
period in which they will prophecy during anti-messiah's reign. Dan 12:11 and Rev 11:3
speak of roughly that same period. However, the period in Daniel, encompassing the entire
length of anti-messiah's reign, is 30 days longer. This 30 days allows time after the two
witnesses finish their "one thousand two hundred and sixty days" of prophecy, for the antimessiah to "make war with them, and overcome them, and kill them." The final 3.5 days will
be a big party for anti-messiah and his crew, having apparently prevailed. However, their
party will turn sour when the "two witnesses" are raised up before them all at the end of the
1,290 days, as the final sign that their end is finally upon them. (see verses below)
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Dan 12:11 (Brenton) And from the time of the removal of the perpetual
sacrifice, when the abomination of desolation shall be set up, there shall be a
thousand two hundred and ninety days.
Rev 11:3 I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy one
thousand two hundred sixty days, clothed in sackcloth.”
/

Rev 11:7 When they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes up out
of the abyss will make war with them, and overcome them, and kill them. 8
Their dead bodies will be in the street of the great city, which spiritually is
called Sodom and Egypt, where also their Lord was crucified. 9 From among
the peoples, tribes, languages, and nations people will look at their dead
bodies for three and a half days, and will not allow their dead bodies to be laid
in a tomb. 10 Those who dwell on the earth rejoice over them, and they will
be glad. They will give gifts to one another, because these two prophets
tormented those who dwell on the earth. 11 After the three and a half days, the
breath of life from God entered into them, and they stood on their feet. Great
fear fell on those who saw them. 12 I heard a loud voice from heaven saying
to them, “Come up here!” They went up into heaven in the cloud, and their
enemies saw them.

Be Prepared

Pass It On

Be blessed in your study of His Word.

If you know someone who would like to
receive this newsletter, please forward.

From Eliyahu
We've been tearing down some particularly deeply-entrenched idols in the last couple of programs. Yes, its been painful. A little
break from our strenuous iconoclastic activity is in order before moving on to the next two perversely unyielding idols on the list.
While we all catch our breath, we bring back a message containing my testimony of how I got started in the ministry. Check this
out and see if this isn't exactly what we've been talking about lately. Here's a hint at what I mean: five years ago, when I spoke about
de-assimilating from Greco-Roman society, then eventually returning to tribal order, tribal society, Torah society, I WAS NOT
talking about becoming another white bread version of The Partridge Family. I was talking about becoming Jacob/Israel's tribal
family. Now, that's radical!
Shalom,
Eliyahu ben David
www.tsiyon.org
Good News Nugget - GREETINGS TRIBESMEN!!! This is "Wild Man" Dave from the Tsiyon Promo and Media Dept with
exciting news for ALL of our partners and friends of Tsiyon. Eliyahu has given me this column in the weekly Tsiyon News to help
equip you to share the Tsiyon message. Here you will find a Good News Nugget posted each week for you to put to work in
Messiah’s service.
The latest Good News Nugget follows:
#13 I was listening to program #116 "Wall Of Fire" and I was really fired up with the message content. Eliyahu
provides 100% proof of the second exodus. There are many people who are not aware of a second exodus. This
program is exactly what Tsiyon Ministry is about, so I want to encourage our partners who are helping promote Tsiyon
to make copies of this program and distribute this particular lesson. It answers all the questions that folks have about
Tsiyon and the second exodus.
Email me at help@tsiyon.org, so that we can work together in reaching the scattered remnant of Israel and/or for FREE Tsiyon cards.
Shalom, "Wild Man" Dave
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